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Al~trat~--A new formula for matrix partial fraction expansion is established. It only involves the 
inversion of the product of Vandermonde and Stanley matrices with Kronecker expansion a d the 
multiplication fthe resulting matrix by the Rosenbroek coefficient matrix. It is much simpler than 
either the indirect method or methods based on the Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation. 
INTRODUCTION 
There are various existing methods to approach the matrix partial fraction problem which 
is the core of analysis for a multi-input dynamic system. Obviously, the basic one is the 
indirect method [1]; others are explicit formulations based on either Lagrange's inter- 
polation, for the distinct-eigenvalue case, or the Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation [2, 3], 
for the multiple-eigenvalue case [4--6]. All these existing methods are too complicated for 
partial fraction expansion of a high-dimensional transfer matrix. In 1981, Chert and Leung 
[7] developed a partial fraction technique for a scalar transfer function. In a further study 
[8], Chen-Leung's approach was extended to transfer matrix evaluation. This paper will 
show this formula and its derivation. The method is particularly suitable for computer- 
aided analysis and design. 
THE NEW FORMULA 
Consider a multi-input, multi-output linear system as follows: 
= Ax + Bu (1) 
y = Crx (2) 
where x is an n-vector, u is an /-vector of inputs or controls and y is an m-vector of 
measurements. The transfer matrix of the dynamic system is 
G(s) = Cr(s 0 - A)-l IB = cr@(s)lB. (3) 
Rosenbrock [8], using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, derived an explicit formula for 
G(s)  as follows: 
G (s) = [(al + azs +"  "" + s" - i )  CrIB + (a 2 + a3 s +. . .  + sn -2) CTAIB +. . .  
• .. + CA"-tiB]/(a0+a.s +'"  +s" ) ,  (4) 
where 
C.A.M.W A. 12A 9---8 
A(s) = det(s~ - A )  = ao + a~s +""  + s". 
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We can write the Laplace transform of the transition matrix @(s) as follows: 
®(s) = P(s) = [(al + a,.s +"  "" + s" - l )Q  + (a,. + a3s -b " ' '  q'- s " -2 )A  +"  • " Jr- A ~ - l ] /A (s ) ,  
a(s) 
(6) 
where P(s) is an n x n matrix and each element is a polynomial of s. We regroup the 
elements in P(s) into the following form: 
F(s) = {P,s"- '  + P:s "-2 + '•"  + P,}, (7) 
where Pi are constant matrices. 
Therefore, our problem is to expand equation (3) into partial fraction matrices: 
1 
Q(s)= (s~- &)-' = {P,s"-'+PS-"+"'+P.}; (8) 
a(s) 
P and its Pi can be called the Rosenbrock matrix and its component matrices• Let 
R, ~- R 2 R 3 + R. 
@(s)'=s_---~t- s -22  +s-23  "'" +~'s -4 .  (9) 
where 2~ are distinct eigenvalues. The coefficient matrices ~ are to be determined. Our new 
formula for evaluating R~ is as follows (the derivation will be given in the next section): 
R, 0 ~ . . .  0 - i  Q 0 -I p,  
R 2 2, Q 22~ . . .  2.0 a,Q Q F,. 
i = 2~0 2220 -•• 4-'.0 a20 a, Q • F3 (10) 
R. 4]'-'0 2~-'0 . . .  2,"-I0 a,_ lOa2Q at0 0 P. 
In a more compact form, we rewrite equation (10) in the Kronecker product notion: 
[R] = (V® 0)-' (V® Q)-'[P], (lOa) 
where ® is defined as the Kronecker product or 
V®a=v,jO and T®O=t,jO, 
where v~j and t 0 are elements in matrices V and T, respectively. Further simplification gives 
[R] = {(TV)-' ® 0}[F]. (10b) 
Equation (10b) is our new formula for partial fraction expansion of a transfer matrix. This 
formula is applied to the distinct-cigcnvaluc case. 
For the multiple-cigenvaluc case, we modify equation (10a) into the following formula: 
[R] = (W @ 0)-'  (T @ 0) - 'P  = {(TW)- t  ® a} [P], (1 l) 
where 
n 0 0 0 0 
d ) 0 0 0 ).~[~, 4,0 ~.  ;-, 
[W]= 2'~Ja, d220 ____1 d 220 
d2 ;., 2! d2 21 
n--[ d" 2n_ l  0 ";'1 1 d2,_ t  0 ~, 1 dq-I 2n-10 ~t 2n-l~llz 
2 01;., ~.. 2t . (q - l)!d2 ¢------q 
(12) 
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if the multiple eigenvalue is 21 with multiplicity q and a single eigenvalue 22. For a more 
general case involving many sets of multiple eigenvalues, equation (12) can be adjusted 
accordingly. 
THE DERIVATION 
In deriving formula (10), there is no loss of generality if we use a third-order system as 
follows: 
p!$2 .{_ p2 s + P3 p!$2 + p2 s + P3 
s 3 + a!s  2 + a2s + a3 - (s - 2!)  (s - 22) (s - 23) (13) 
Ri R2 -} R3 (14) 
-S -2!+s-22  s-A3" 
Although R~ are n x n matrices we can recombine quation (14) into a single rational ratio 
with a common denominator, or 
(RI + ~2 "[" R3) $2 "4- { --(22 "1 t" 23)R ! -- (21 Jr" 23)R 2 
-- (21 Jr" 22)R3}$ "4" (2223~ I Jr" 2123~ 2 "[" 21~2~3) 
(s - 2!) (s - 22) (s - 'h) 
Equating expressions (13) and (15) yields 
~1 "Jr" R 2 "1" ~3 ~--" Pl, 
--(22 Jr" 23)R I -- (,~.! "~ 23)~ 2 -- (21 Jr" 22)~ 3 = P2 
and 
(15) 
22,~.3 RI + ,;.,23 R2 + 2, 22R3 = P3. (16) 
These equations can be written in matrix form: 
[ 0 0 1[.1 -(22+23)0 -(2~+23)0 -(21+22)0 R2 -- P2 , (17) 
22 230 '~'1 230 21 221 J R3 P3 
where 0 is 3 x 3 dimensional identity matrix for this case. 
The following basic relations are also true: 
-(21 + 22 + 23)0 = at6 and (2122 Jr" 2223 Jr" 2321) I] = d2N. (18) 
Substituting equations (18) into equation (17), we have 
alll+210 alO+2211 all1+2311 N2 = P2 . (19) 
(a2+a121+2~)O (a2"ba122+212) 0 (a2+at23+22)  0 R3 P3 
Factoring the square matrix in equation (19) into two matrices gives 
[0 oilr0 0 ] 
a,O 0 2,0 220 230 R2 = P, (20) 
(T ® a) (v  ® 0) R = p,  (20a) 
then it is simplified to 
[(TV) ® O]R = P, (20b) 
where T is called the Stanley matrix [7], and V is the Vandermonde matrix [9]. The residue 
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matrices ~i can be evaluated irectly if T and V are known; on the other hand, if V and 
are given and P is required, the problem is the inverse partial fraction. Solving the 
inverse problem, using equation (20b), is a trivial matter. 
Following similar reasoning for the case of multiple eigenvalues, we can easily verify 
formulas (11) and (12). 
Given 
and 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
[! llx l -~2 = 0 1 x, 
-¢3 - 1 2 x 
IY I I= I  ] y 2  5 021I"q 1 1  x3X2
we find the partial fraction matrices of the transfer matrix. 
The characteristic equation of the system is 
A(s)= I s l -A I  = -4+8s-  5s'- + s 3. 
Substituting into equation (4), we have 
G(s) = [(8 - 5s + s2)CVB + ( -5  + s)CrAB + crA"B]/A (s). 
We evaluate the transition matrix by use of equation (6): 
1 
O(s) = a -~ {(8 - 5s + s:) ~ + ( -5  + s) ~ + ~2} 
1 
= a(s)  {P's~ + P:s + P3} 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(28) 
T= - 0 = -5  1 ®0,  
8D - 0 8 -5  
0j Li0il I iii = 1 ® I 
determined. 
We apply the new formula (1 I) and recognize that 
(27) 
{I J[i ill sJ _ 5s , . -+ 8s  _ 4 1 s2 + 5 s+ -3  5 - • 1 1 - -2  2 
(25) 
Starting from here, we can write the partial fraction form in which the constant coefficient 
matrices Ri are to be determined: 
1 {pls2 + P2s + P3} = RI ~' R3 (26) 
@(s) = (s - 1) (s - 2) 2 s---~ + (s -'2) ---- ------5 + (s - 1--~)' 
where Ri are the constant coefficient matrices; the value of each element is to be 
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and 
Pt 
I 
[P] = P2 
_ P3 
-2  
= 2 
1 
1 
-3  
-2  
1 0 O" 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
-1  l 
-5  1 
- -  w 3 
0 -1  
5 -1  
2 2 
Substituting equations (27)-(29) into formula (11) yields 
R~ = {( - rw) - '®a} 
f(Ii ° !1 ° 1])' t = - l × I I ® B [p]  -5  4 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 -1  1 
1 -1  1 
1 - -1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-1  1 0 
-1  1 0 
In other words, 
R I= 0 , II~ 2= 1 -1  
-1  0 0 
and R3 
The Laplace transform of the transition matrix is then 
O(s) = 
E°°il -1  1 . -1  1 
E 1 ° ll Ei 1 0 s _ - -~ + 
1 --1 
11]1 ioo  1 -1  1 ~ +  -1  1 
0 0 -1  1 
1 
s - l "  
(29) 
(30) 
(30 
(32) 
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To find the transfer matrix, simply substitute into the basic transfer matrix equation: 2] [2 
G(s)=er@(s)B= 8 ~ + I0 ~ + s - l "  (33) 
The data for C T, @(s) and B were taken from equations (21), (32) and (22), respectively. 
I f  the transition matrix is of  interest, we take the inverse Laplace transition of equation 
(32) and obtain 
@(t) = [ i [00 ] 1 0 e 2t .d~ 1 - 1 1 te  2, + - 1 1 
1 - -1  0 0 0 -1  1 
e'. (34) 
CONCLUSIONS 
It is noted that our new formula (4) is different from the regular Heaviside expansion 
technique, Goldstone's  long division technique [9] or other methods based on various 
Lagrange interpolations [2, 4] in that: 
(i) we obtain all the Ri simultaneously, while other methods have to evaluate 
them one by one; 
(ii) our approach is particularly suitable for the multiple-eigenvalue case, 
because no differentiation of  an equation which involves the s variable 
is needed; 
(iii) in our calculation we only manipulate matrices with constant elements, 
therefore, the method is computer  oriented; 
(iv) the inverse problem of  the matrix partial fraction [10] becomes trivial, 
when equation (20a) is applied; and finally, 
(v) if the dimension is large, the advantage of  the method is obvious. 
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